Dianne Cyr presented a set of Power Point slides which included: appreciation for service was extended to the advisory board, previous SIG Chairs, Workshop Chairs, Program Co-Chairs, Reviewers, and the current workshop team. Other topics covered included: membership, communications, the new website, and financial report. THCI awards were noted for best papers and best reviewers for the period 2009-2010. The meeting concluded with a review of future SIG initiatives, with a request for additional suggestions by participants at the business meeting. The following suggestions were noted:

- Form an HCI Student Chapter
- Create a doctoral consortium for students in HCI (1/2 day before the main workshop); involve 4 faculty, and need to coordinate with ICIS organizers (i.e. Lise Fitzpatrick)
- Perhaps get corporate sponsors; this would be separate from academic or university sponsors
- In the future, have a panel of members from both industry and academe
- Future workshops could also have corporate participants to demonstrate vendor tools (i.e. eye-tracking equipment)
- On the website have a page of digital links to various SIGHCI related sources, including key journals (other?)

Note: The PowerPoint slides for the business meeting also appear on the website.